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Behavioral agents

Large literature in psychology and decision theory that economic
agents violate rationality in variety of contexts.

Small literature in mechanism design about selling to a consumer
who is time inconsistent - Eliaz and Spiegler (2006); Grubb
(2009); Eliaz and Spiegler (2010); . . ..

Our focus: particular model of decision making that allows for
intransitive preferences because the decision maker (buyer) uses
two rationales to make decisions.

Enough theoretical foundation for multiple rationale decision
makers - e.g. Kalai, Rubinstein, and Spiegler (2002).



This paper

How should a seller sell to a buyer whose preferences are not
transitive?

Our main result: Describe the optimal selling mechanism.

Optimal mechanism is different from standard models but still
simple - has three outcomes in the menu and involves
randomization.



The model

One seller; one object; one buyer.

Consumption bundles: Z = [0, 1]× R (probability or quantity of
sale and payment).

Buyer has two dimensions along which he compares consumption
bundles - dim1 and dim2.

Along each dimension, the buyer compares bundles in Z using
quasilinearity - so, there is a valuation for the object, denoted by
vi , along dimi for each i ∈ {1, 2}.



Naive lexicographic buyer

Comparison along dim1 must satisfy a budget constraint B
(publicly observable).

But comparison along dim2 is unconstrained.

For any (a, p), (a′, p′) ∈ Z

[
(av1 − p ≥ a′v1 − p′) and p ≤ B

]
⇔
[
(a, p) �v1 (a′, p′)

]
.

[
av2 − p ≥ a′v2 − p′

]
⇔
[
(a, p) �v2 (a′, p′)

]
.



Naive lexicographic buyer

Lexicographic along dimensions: first compare along dim1, and
compare along dim2 only if incomparable along dim1.

For every (a, p), (a′, p′) ∈ Z ,

[
(a, p) �(v1,v2) (a′, p′)

]
⇔

either
[
(a, p) �v1 (a′, p′)

]

or
[
(a, p) �v1 (a′, p′), (a′, p′) �v1 (a, p), (a, p) �v2 (a′, p′)

]
.

Lemma (Intransitive preference)

For any v = (v1, v2) with v1, v2 > 0 and v1 6= v2 there exist three
outcomes (a, p), (b, p′), (c , p′′) ∈ Z such that

(a, p) �v (b, p′) �v (c , p′′) �v (a, p).



Two modes of payments

The agent (say, a media firm buying telecast rights of a sports
season) has two sources for making payments:

I dim1: liquidity and

I dim2: borrowing from banks.

Value depends on mode of payment.

Naive: does not optimally choose his mode of payment - he first
tries liquidity, and only if he fails, he goes to banks.



Selling to a super agent

Selling an object to a single super-agent -

I (child, parent) pair in a household;

I (delegate, manager) pair in a firm.

Agent 1 is budget constrained but agent 2 is not.

The super-agent is naive: first, preference of agent 1 and then
preference of agent 2.



Two selves

Agent has two selves:

I impulsive or instinctive self and

I contemplative self.

Limited self control: budget on impulsive self is the only way of
controlling the impulsive self.

Agent is naive: impulsive self takes decisions whenever possible;
else contemplative self takes decisions.



Object with two attributes

A buyer cares about two attributes of a house: (1) current value:
neighborhood, amenities etc. (2) long term value: growth prospect
of the neighborhood, resale value of the house etc.

I The agent is naive: cannot process both the attributes
simultaneously to determine the optimal value of the object.

I First evaluates the object based on the short-term value (but
with a budget constraint) and then evaluates it based on
long-term value.

Close to the original model with two rationales by Tversky (1969).



An illustration

Consider a setting where (type) v ≡ (v1, v2) is drawn uniformly
from [0, 1]× [0, 1].

Is a posted-price mechanism still optimal?
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Figure: Non-optimality of posted-price



An illustration

If v1 < p, dim1 prefers (0, 0) to the other two outcomes.

If min(v1, v2) ≥ p, then dim1 cannot compare but dim2 prefers
(1, p) to the other two outcomes.

If v1 ≥ p but v2 < p, then v1 − p > (v1 × B
p − B). But p > B

implies that dim2 comparison matters. dim2 prefers (Bp ,B) to
(1, p).

dim1 prefers (Bp ,B) to (0, 0).



General intuition

For low enough budgets, optimal mechanism

I involves randomization - more later about the nature of
randomization

I involves extra layer of pooling of types - slightly more
complicated.

For high enough budgets, optimal mechanism is still a posted-price
mechanism.



Incentive compatibility

Type space: V ≡ [0, β1]× [0, β2].

A mechanism is a pair (f , p) such that

f : V → [0, 1], p : V → R.

Notation: R(f ,p) is the range of outcomes in mechanism (f , p).

Definition
A mechanism (f , p) is incentive compatible if for every v ∈ V ,

(f (v), p(v)) �v (a, t) ∀ (a, t) ∈ R(f ,p).

Revelation principle holds (more later).



How to satisfy incentive constraints?

�v may have cycles in R(f ,p) but (f (v), p(v)) must beat every
other outcome in R(f ,p).

dim1 prefers (f (v), p(v)) to (a, t):

v1f (v)− p(v) ≥ v1a− t and p(v) ≤ B.

dim1 cannot compare (f (v), p(v)) and (a, t) but dim2 prefers
(f (v), p(v)) to (a, t): v2f (v)− p(v) ≥ v2a− t.

dim1 cannot compare (f (v), p(v)) to (a, t) if:

I v1f (v)− p(v) > v1a− t but p(v) > B.

I v1a− t > v1f (v)− p(v) but t > B.

I v1a− t = v1f (v)− p(v) but min(p(v), t) > B.



Individual rationality

Definition
A mechanism (f , p) is individually rational if for every v ∈ V ,

(f (v), p(v)) �v (0, 0).

Lemma
Suppose (f , p) is an incentive compatible mechanism. Then, (f , p)
is individually rational if and only if p(0, 0) ≤ 0.



New mechanisms

Definition
A mechanism (f , p) is a post-1 mechanism if there exists a
K1 ∈ [0,B] such that for all v ∈ V

(f (v), p(v)) =

{
(0, 0) if v1 ≤ K1

(1,K1) otherwise.

A post-1 mechanism is a mechanism for dim1 - note that K1 ≤ B.



New mechanisms

Definition
A mechanism (f , p) is a post-2 mechanism if there exists a
K2 ∈ [B, β1] and K1 ∈ [B,K2] such that for all v ∈ V

(f (v), p(v)) =





(0, 0) if v1 ≤ K1,(
1,B + K2(1− B

K1
)
)

if min(v1, v2) > K2,

( B
K1
,B) otherwise.



post-2 mechanisms
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Figure: A post-2 mechanism



post-2 mechanisms

Two posted prices:

1. K1 is for dim1: if v1 ≤ K1, object is not allocated.

2. K2 is used in both dimensions.

a) If v1 > K1, then object is given with probability B
K1

at per unit
price of K1.

b) Further, if min(v1, v2) > K2, then the remaining probability
1− B

K1
is given at per unit price of K2.

A post-2 mechanism contains a menu (range) of three outcomes.



post-2 is IC

Proposition

Every post-2 mechanism is incentive compatible and individually
rational.

Uses naive lexicographic preference of agent and B ≤ K1 ≤ K2.



Priors
Let G be an absolutely continuous probability measure on V with
marginal G1 along dim1.

Arbitrary correlation along dim1 and dim2 is possible.

The (expected) revenue from a mechanism (f , p) is

R(f , p) :=

∫

V
p(v)dG (v).

A mechanism (f , p) is optimal if

(a) it is incentive compatible and individually rational and

(b) for every other incentive compatible and individually rational
mechanism (f ′, p′), we have

R(f , p) ≥ R(f ′, p′).



Main result
Define H1(x) := xG1(x) ∀ x ∈ [0, β1].

Theorem
Suppose H1 is strictly convex. Then, either a post-1 or a post-2
mechanism is an optimal mechanism.

Proposition

Suppose H1 is strictly convex. Then, the expected revenue from
the optimal mechanism is max(R1,R2), where

R1 = max
K1∈[0,B]

K1(1− G1(K1))

R2 = max
K2≥B,B≤K1K2

B
[
1− G1(K1)

]
+ K2

(
1− B

K1

)
µ(K1,K2),

where µ(K1,K2) :=
[
1− G1(K2)− G2(K2) + G (K2,K2)

]
.
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.



A sufficient condition for post-2 to be optimal

Define the optimal monopoly reserve price as K̄

K̄ := arg max
r∈[0,β1]

r(1− G1(r)).

H1 is a strictly convex ⇒ K̄ is uniquely defined.

K̄ : if the agent was not budget-constrained along dim1, then
post-1 with price K̄ is optimal.

Proposition

Suppose H1 is strictly convex and B ≤ K̄ . Then, the optimal
mechanism is a post-2 mechanism.



Uniform distribution

Proposition

Suppose β1 = β2 = 1 and G is the uniform distribution over
[0, 1]× [0, 1]. Then, the optimal mechanism is the following.

1. If B > 1
2 , then a post-1 mechanism with K1 = 1

2 is optimal.

2. If B ∈ [12(3−
√

5), 12 ], then a post-1 mechanism with
K1 = B is optimal. In this case, a post-2 mechanism with
K1 = K2 = B is also optimal.

3. If B ∈ (0, 12(3−
√

5)), then a post-2 mechanism with

K1 = K2 =
1

3

(
B + 2−

√
(B2 + B + 1)

)

is optimal.



Revenue as a function of budget

Proposition

Suppose β1 = β2 = 1 and G is the uniform distribution over
[0, 1]× [0, 1]. Then, B > B ′ implies Rev(B) ≥ Rev(B ′).
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Figure: Revenue with budget



Is the proof a big deal?

Solves a two-dimensional mechanism design problem. But we do
not introduce new tools to solve multidimensional mechanism
design problems.

I Multidimensional revenue maximization (even in two
dimension) is notoriously difficult problem - Manelli and
Vincent (2006) and Hart and Nisan (2017).

I What is different? - incentive constraints - specially the
lexicographic nature of decision making.

Myersonian techniques do not work (no envelope theorem to use).



Steps of the proof

Fix a mechanism (f , p), and define

V+(f , p) := {v : p(v) > B}
V−(f , p) = {u : p(u) ≤ B}.

Define the following partitioning of the class of mechanisms:

M+ := {(f , p) : V+(f , p) has positive Lebesgue measure}
M− := {(f , p) : V+(f , p) has zero Lebesgue measure}.



Steps of the proof

post-1 is optimal in M− and post-2 is optimal in M+.

post-1 optimality in M− follows somewhat standard steps.

post-2 optimality is shown by constructing a sequence of class of
mechanisms where an optimal mechanism in M+ can lie. Final
class of mechanisms in this sequence is simple enough to be
tractable.



First simplification in M+

For every incentive compatible and individually rational mechanism
(f , p) ∈ M+,

∃ K(f ,p) ≥ B, A(f ,p) ∈ [0, 1], and P(f ,p) > B

such that (f , p) looks as in Figure.
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Figure: A simplification



Second simplification in M+

For every incentive compatible and individually rational mechanism
(f , p) ∈ M+, there is an incentive compatible and individually
rational mechanism (f ′, p′) ∈ M+, which looks as in Figure and

R(f ′, p′) ≥ R(f , p).
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Figure: New mechanism (f ′, p′)



Final relaxed program

Inside the class of mechanisms identified in the second
simplification,

I derive necessary conditions for incentive compatibility

I solve a relaxed optimization program with these necessary
conditions

I H1 strict convexity ensures that the optimal solution to the
relaxed program is a post-2 mechanism.



Other notions of incentive compatibility

Primitives: Agent chooses from (compares) pairs of outcomes.
Silent on what he will choose from larger sets of outcomes.

Consistent with literature working on binary choice models:
Tversky (1969); Rubinstein (1988); Tadenuma (2002); Houy and
Tadenuma (2009).

General agent - described by a choice correspondence:

C (S) ⊆ S ∀ S ⊆ Z .



A naive lexicographic choice correspondence

Consider an agent of type v ≡ (v1, v2). For any subset of
outcomes S ⊆ Z , define

M1(S ; v1) := {(a, t) ∈ S : av1−t ≥ a′v1−t ′ ∀ (a′, t ′) ∈ S and t ≤ B}

and define

M2(S ; v2) := {(a, t) ∈ S : av2 − t ≥ a′v2 − t ′ ∀ (a′, t ′) ∈ S}.



A naive lexicographic choice correspondence

An daptation of a choice procedure of Manzini and Mariotti (2012)
and Apesteguia and Ballester (2013).

For each S ⊆ Z define:

C v (S) =

{
M1(S ; v1) if M1(S ; v1) 6= ∅
M2(S ; v2) otherwise

If the maximal set according to v1 is not empty, choose that
maximal set; Else choose the maximal set according to v2.



Incentive compatibility with choice correspondences

Definition
A mechanism (f , p) is choice incentive compatible if for every
v ∈ V ,

(f (v), p(v)) ∈ C v (R(f ,p)).

Choice incentive compatibility and incentive compatibility are
independent.

If an agent can choose from subsets, a revelation principle may not
hold - choice incentive compatibility is with loss of generality.

Tractability issues.



Private budgets

With additional conditions (on the set of mechanisms), we can
characterize the optimal mechanism when budget is also private.

Involves solving a 3-dimensional mechanism design problem - but
we can leverage findings from public budget case.

Qualitative results remain the same: additional levels of pooling
with randomization is needed.

Something analogous to post-2 mechanism remains optimal.



Private budgets
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Figure: Private Budget



Literature

Tversky (1969) was (probably) the first one to suggest such a
two-rational binary choice model.

Other fields in economics have used this idea:

I Rubinstein (1988) for comparing “money lotteries”.

I Tadenuma (2002) and Houy and Tadenuma (2006) in welfare
economics.

I Barak, Shlomo, and Segal (2013) in ranking ranking functions
(with references to Talmud).

I Kohli and Jedidi (2007) in marketing.



Behavioral mechanism design

Time inconsistency: Eliaz and Spiegler (2006); Grubb (2009); Eliaz
and Spiegler (2008).

Reference dependence: Ely and Carbajal (2016)

Temptation and self-control: Esteban, Miyagawa, Shum (2007);
DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004).



Budget constrained auctions

Optimal mechanism is no longer posted price - often complicated
pooling in the middle.

I Public budget and many agents: Laffont and Robert (1996).

I Private budget and one agent: Che and Gale (2000).

I Private budget and many agents: Pai and Vohra (2014).

Note. Public budget and one agent: optimal mechanism is a
posted-price mechanism.

Our results are not driven by (only by) the budget constraint in
dim1.



Multidimensional mechanism design

We solve a two-dimensional mechanism design problem.

Selling two objects to one buyer is considered a very hard problem:
Armstrong (2000); Manelli and Vincent (2007); Daskalakis,
Deckenbaum, Tzamos (2017); Carroll (2017); Hart and Nisan
(2017).

What saves us? The nature of incentive constraints.


